Essential Question: What can you discover when you give things a second look?

Unit 4 Week 2

Story
A Window into History: The Mystery of the Cellar Window

Genre
Drama

Story
"A Second Chance for Chip"

Genre
Realistic Fiction

Story
"Where’s Brownie?"

Genre
Drama

Comprehension Strategy
visualize

Comprehension Skill
point of view

Vocabulary Strategy
adages and proverbs

Writing Traits
ideas-develop characters

Grammar
kinds of pronouns

Other Skills
fluency: rate and accuracy

Genre
Mystery

Vocabulary

- astounded– surprised very much; amazed
- concealed– put or kept out of sight; hid
- inquisitive– eager to know; curious
- interpret– to explain the meaning of something
- perplexed– filled with uncertainty; confused; bewildered
- precise– very accurate or definite; exact
- reconsider– to think about again
- suspicious– feeling or suspecting that something is wrong or cannot be trusted